5th Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #3

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. __________________________ abandon
   
2. __________________________ disbelief
   
3. __________________________ creation
   
4. __________________________ reject
   
5. __________________________ unusual
   
6. __________________________ yielding
   
7. __________________________ assist
   
8. __________________________ plants
   
A. steer  B. creatures  C. natural  D. threaten
E. afford  F. thought  G. ruin  H. determined
5th Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #3

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. **STEER**  
   ___________  abandon

2. **THOUGHT**  
   ___________  disbelief

3. **RUIN**  
   ___________  creation

4. **AFFORD**  
   ___________  reject

5. **NATURAL**  
   ___________  unusual

6. **DETERMINED**  
   ___________  yielding

7. **THREATEN**  
   ___________  assist

8. **CREATURES**  
   ___________  plants

A. steer    B. creatures    C. natural    D. threaten  
E. afford    F. thought     G. ruin       H. determined